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allow its introduction in the construction sector. This main topic is integrated with

model with the means to analyse distributed and decentred organisations, and the

the construction sector introducing a spatio-temporal perspective that highlights the
the construction process.
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he construction sector is an
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decision support systems. Moreover,
proposed an evolutionary perspective

and consumption process in the
construction sector dealing with the

project, during each phase are generated
solving

capabilities,

understanding

during
knowledge
and
learning
processes in the construction sector is

temporal perspective that highlights

time during the construction process.
This

paper

proposes

a

novel

the schema to represent the typical

analysis, the second chapter introduces

project and once it is delivered they
introduction in the construction sector.
organisation schema highlighted in the

documented with the consequence that
knowledge remains stored in the minds

vision based on the cultural historical
activity theory. Furthermore, starting
research proposes an interpretation

”
on the construction sector, e.g. Kamara,

management strategies. Robinson et al.

KM in construction projects including

Figure 1: The hypertext organisation schema (Nonaka and Takeuchi. 1995)

organisation schema. The third chapter
proposes a spatio-temporal perspective
on knowledge creation and use in

work.
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“
knowledge dynamics. Moreover, the

tract, store, share
and update this knowledge, who are
the subjects involved, why do they
learn, what do they learn, and how do
they learn represent critical questions

its analysis and integration making
it an ideal candidate to promote the
discussion in the research community.
The knowledge base layer represents
the place where the knowledge can
reside and where it can be categorised

•
•
•
•
Socialisation is based on direct
interaction between individuals that

where the learning process is introduced
as a whole. The individuals acting in
the team project level can acquire and
knowledge creation process needs

usually with analogical and practical
means.

the business system level in a complete

The middle-up-down approach that they

the same way, the knowledge created
in the project level is interpreted in

a knowledge conversion layer between
because there is a change in time and
management in the knowledge base
when tacit knowledge is shared, it still
requires to be decoded by individuals

knowledge construction in his or her
mind. Moreover, each subject acts in

the knowledge perception (Tversky,

how knowledge can be converted
and

“

”

crucial point. The most popular model

combine

knowledge

through

meetings, and computer networks. The
adding, combining and categorising

knowledge conversion process, Roos

mechanism is required.

combination in shared mental models
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documents, graphical representations,
or stories.

level and the knowledge generated by
the subjects as a whole at the team
project level highlighting its volatility

C. Mirarchi

societal and interpersonal relations in a
environment.

S

the above-mentioned principles cannot
be directly applied. The temporary
aggregation between clients, designers,

companies that can have long histories

and the other stakeholders makes
hierarchical roles and consequently
processes. Furthermore, the conversion
processes, that represent the learning
activity, needto be managed in a cross

mediation. According to Engeström and

knowledge conversion model proposed
mediation idea, is commonly represented
with other partners that are seen as
competitor entities.

organisation

schema

connection between subject (“stimulus”

proposed
down approach (Engeström, Miettinen,

representation, the business system level
is in contrast with the typical project
environment in construction processes.
its own hierarchical and organisational
structure. The knowledge base level is
in turn disrupted representing both the
knowledge embedded and generated
by each subject at the business system

this schema, individuals and society
cannot be understood without their
mutual interaction and cultural means.
The second generation, based on the

analysed the model highlighting its
limitations according to the cultural

between individual action and collective
activity. This concept was crystallised

proposed

the graphical representation reported in

schema

needs

to

be
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business system level highlights the
centred on his or her community creating
a human activity structure.

subjectivity and its interrelation by means

level can be represented as an activity
system that collaborate on a shared

highlighting the movement, the evolution

interpretation in the construction sector

object in the interaction between the

object is interpreted by each subject in

Figure 5 can help in understanding the
organisational structure in construction
projects and the interactions between
subjects, it is not able to capture the
spatial and temporal distribution that
characterise the construction process.

these dimensions. Analyse the spatial
represents a critical point to understand

words, “
Moreover, the norms and rules that
regulate each activity system at the
team project level are generated by the

”.

one place to another and while it moves

business system level and the directions
can include several activity systems.

where the construction project is
embedded.
This interpretation highlights the

Figure

6

reports

a

qualitative

generated during the project activities.
activity

systems

in

the

reviewed

At the business system level, each

Figure 4:

in the construction process. The graph
communities and perspectives shape
the way in which subjects act at the
project level and the way in which they
interpret and convert the generated
knowledge.

processes. The proposed representation
includes three locations, namely
construction site (i.e. the place where
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product (i.e. the construction product

can be seen as longer than it is in the
this last is designed and monitored and
its components are designed, produced

regulatory knowledge through open

the operation and maintenance phase
possible ones that can be proposed by

indicates the time correspondent to the
process, namely design, construction,
and operation and maintenance. The

During the construction phase, the
especially in the construction site, there

requirements can be converted in an
the construction site is progressively

stored and used through digital tools. For

construction phase are generated
problem solving, know-how, know-what

dimension. These include the use in
tacit and its collection and transmission
proposed representation, the time scale

Figure 5:

a general contractor environment, the site
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work is subcontracted to various trade
contractors on a competitive tendering

stakeholders involved in a project,

organisational schema including the
societal and cultural aspects derived

phase the interaction between designers,
engineers, clients, authorities, contractor,
and subcontractors produce a dynamic

business level where can be established
techniques and technologies to document
this knowledge asset.
The
operation
and
maintenance
is distributed in a long time span.
Furthermore, once the design and
construction phase is concluded, it is
interested in the collection, management,

The author argues that a spatiotemporal perspective must accompany
an organisational vision on knowledge

This paper proposes a critical analysis
proposes a qualitative graph that can
possible integration in the construction
sector.
The
above-mentioned
paradigm presents several issues

creation and consumption during the
construction process.
means and environments supported
by digital processes and instruments
represents one main area in the

other sectors, like the automotive one,
collector in all phases including design,

cultural basis can hinder the principles

related to both collaborative and KM
environments. The proposed schema

between the involved stakeholders to

schema answering questions such as
how can we optimise the integration

Moreover, a quantitative evaluation
related to the proposed spatio-temporal

Figure 6: A spatio-temporal perspective in knowledge generation and use
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